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Abstract
The paper presents the results of the use of the technology developed by the
authors for automated monitoring of financial and economic events corresponding
to formalized typologies of suspicious activity in the area of public procurement
developed by the Eurasian Anti-Money-Laundering and Combating Terrorist Financing
Group (EAG). For this work, a typology based on deviation of contract price from
market price in road construction and maintenance was chosen.
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1. Introduction

The study examines public contracts in the field of road construction and repair. The
subject of the study is automated technology for the search and detection of over-
priced public procurement contracts in the sphere of road construction and repair.

The purpose of the work is to develop an algorithm to automate the processes of
searching for and identifying foresaid contracts.

According to official representatives of the Accounting Chamber of the Russian
Federation, the damage caused by corrupted practices in public procurement sphere
is “critical”. Construction contracts (buildings, roads, and communications) and other
areas with major funding account for the lion’s share of these funds.

So far, no publicly available automated technologies for detecting overpriced road
construction and repair public procurement contracts have been found. Virtually all
information systems, containing information on public procurement, can only be used
for the search of relevant documents, rather than for the analysis of price proposals,
so the development of such a technology is quite relevant.
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2. Materials and methods

The following main sources of information were used in this research:

• The site of the Unified Information System in the field of public procurement
(hereinafter-UIS PP) [1];

• Russian legislation and regulatory documents in the field of public procurement
and road construction.

Raw data on public road construction procurement contracts awarded in the Udmurt
Republic between 2014 and 2017 used in the study was downloaded from the UIS PP.
The data included bid details; contract details; customer and vendor details; contract
documents (contract, estimated costs, statement of work).

The statistics on road construction public contracts for road construction and repair
awarded in Udmurtia shows that at the end of December 2016 there were 58 open
tenders for the construction of the street-road network with total ceiling price of 104
billion rubles. In 2015, the level of procurement in road construction was 1.19 trillion
rubles including 44% registered growth of the number of notifications; 22% growth
of contracts awarded; 11% growth in budget savings. The largest amount of budget
funds was spent on the procurement of construction of roads and motorways, bridges
and tunnels. [2]

In addition, in April 2017, the head of Udmurtia Alexander Solovyev was detained on
suspicion of having received a bribe in a particularly large amount. Solovyev received
a bribe from representatives of a company involved in bridges construction across the
Kama and Buy Rivers. In 2016, most of the contracts in the field of road works were
awarded to the GUP ”Udmurtavtodor”. Only one competitive tender had two bidders,
other tenders were held involving a single bidder. As it was found out, a deliberately
increased procurement order was applied, thus preventing smaller suppliers from par-
ticipating in the tender. There are also suspicions that all tender requirements were
accurately tailored to a specific company - OOO ”Avtodormostproekt”, and therefore,
it was awarded all contracts in the absence of any meaningful competition. [3]

An analysis of the services provided by the Russian companies in the area of road
construction and repair indicates that the range of work in this industry is quite broad,
and is regulated by the GOSTs and SNiPs. To implement the technology for searching
and identifying overpriced contracts, it is necessary to define a core list of jobs, thus
narrowing the scope of the search. On the other hand, it is necessary to obtain the
algorithms that are acceptable for road construction and repair works, including speed,
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accuracy of the search and the ability to visualize the results of the ”red flag” contracts
(contracts with higher prices).

The study examines contracts containing three types of works: overhaul of road
sections, repair of road sections and construction of roads.

It was found that the construction and repair work was performed according to
the GOSTs and other norms and regulations. In addition, it is known that the contract
documents should contain local cost estimates with the list of works to be done, their
quantity in units of measure, applicable prices and amounts for the work performed.

Based on the information available, it can be assumed that, in order to find and
identify overpriced state contracts in road construction and repair, it is necessary to
implement the methodology briefly described below (Figure 1 presents the method-
ology used to develop the search and identification technology).

First, it is necessary to collect some information from a number of data sources to
be processed by the developed algorithm:

• Guidelines FER-No.27 ”Roads”-contains lists of road construction and repair
works as well as measurement units (”measurements”) [3];

• Ministry of Transportation Order RF No. 402 (November 16, 2012) contains the
types of works related to the repair of roads [4];

• official site of UIS PP contains customer, supplier, contract, procurement details.
Contracts contain available downloadable contract documents. Available con-
tract documents usually contain a State or municipal contract file, Scope ofWork,
and a local costs estimate (based on which the contract price is calculated);

• an additional source is needed formanual verification and testing of themethods
of searching and identification of overpriced contracts/bids. Such sources could
include price lists on the websites of companies working in the area of road
construction and repair.

Secondly, the information collected must be pre-processed. The data obtained from
UIS PP is unstructured. Therefore, both a database structure and a conversion method-
ology have to be developed.

Thirdly, it is necessary to develop and implement an algorithm to:

• download contract documents from UIS PP;

• search for files with local cost estimates;

• search local cost estimates for types of works contained in the FER-No. 27 Guide-
lines;
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Figure 1: Price search and identification methodology.

• convert a type of work unit of measurement to a common unit of measurement;

• calculate a unit price of the work performed.
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Retrieved prices for similar work types from multiple contracts can then be com-
pared. It is possible to apply different filters and to seek patterns in the pricing of road
construction and repair.

The final step is retrieving calculated prices for the composition of the work from
the database. This is necessary for subsequent analysis to identify overpriced types of
work by comparing similar types of work from different contracts.

3. Results

The database needs to be organized to implement collection of information. The DB
tables should record the information received from UIS PP and FER-No.27 Guidelines
(details of contracts, procurement, suppliers and customers, composition of the work
from the Guidelines.)Moreover, the linking of the composition ofworkwithin a contract
to the contract itself will allow to analyze a specific procurement to find out whether
it was overpriced, or not.

Within the algorithm, downloading of contract documents containing the estimated
costs calculations and contract files from the official source should be automated. The
documentation that is being downloaded can consist of both the archive files and the
Word or Excel files, so the system must support all required formats.

Processing of a large number of contracts requires development of a structure for
the files that are being downloaded. Also, if the archive is loaded, it must also be
unpacked. Thus, a separate folder will be created for each contract, including all the
documents stored in UIS PP.

A ”strict matching” method is used to identify the types of works from the contract
costs estimates. Identified works should be converted to a common unit of measure-
ment, and then the price per unit of such work should be calculated. The price received
should be saved in a separate table, together with an indication of the type, as is stated
in the Guideline.

In order to search for and identify overpriced public procurement contracts, a com-
puter program has been developed that addresses the following tasks:

• retrieving state contract files from UIS PP;

• unpacking ZIP files containing contract documentation;

• scanning Microsoft Word and Excel documents to search for the price of a spe-
cific type of work within the contract documentation (costs estimates) and its
respective price in FER-27 Guidelines;
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Figure 2: Correlation between work unit prices, road sections and suppliers.

• saving the search results for a specific contract in a separate table ”contract-
Works”

• saving the contract, purchase, contractor, and customer details in the relevant
database tables.

4. Discussion

The data in the database can be exported directly to the table editor from the database.
Below are various presentations of visualized information obtained with the help of
the developed technology on the types of work and their prices in the contracts.

Figure 2 shows correlation between work unit prices, road sections and suppliers.
The price is calculated for the unit of ”arrangement of water intake structures from the
roadway” work. The Y-axis contains unit price in thousand rubles. The X-axis contains
road sections, as specified in the contract. As can be seen, the price of the contract
signed with OOO ”Udacha” is lower than that of the other two companies performing
the same type of work.

Figure 3 shows correlation between work unit prices, contract prices and suppliers.
The price is calculated for the unit of ”dismantling of coverings and bases of crushed
stone” work. The Y- axis contains unit price in thousand rubles. The X-axis contains
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Figure 3: Correlation between work unit prices, contract prices and suppliers.

contract price. The graph shows that the contract signed with AO ”Glazovskij dormost-
stroj” costsmore to the budget than other two contracts signedwith two other vendors
for the same type of work.

Figure 4 shows correlation between work unit prices, road sections and suppliers
for the unit of ”assembly of side stones” work for road sections. A comparison was
made between three different contracts, where three different suppliers performed
the same work under state contracts. The Y-axis contains prices per work units in
thousand rubles. The X-axis contains road sections as specified in the Scope of Work.
Judging by the information presented, the GUP ”Udmurtavtodorpredprijatie” has higher
prices for the unit of work than the rest of the companies.

5. Conclusion

An automated technology for search and detection of overpriced public contracts in
road construction was developed. The technology is implemented using PHP 7.1 pro-
gramming language and MySQL 5.6.

The advantage of an automated approach to searching for and identifying over-
priced public contracts is mainly to reduce the time: it speeds up the process of ana-
lyzing the estimated documentation. The contract files are automatically saved from
UIS PP, analyzed, and then, according to the algorithm, the unit price is calculated.
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Figure 4: Correlation between work unit prices, road sections and suppliers.

The results of this study can be used by law enforcement agencies and FIUs to search
for and identify signs of fraud and corruption in the execution of the state order in the
organization and execution of construction work, repair, overhaul of roads, based on
a comparative analysis of the prices of the public contract to market prices for similar
work.
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